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Our swimming area with indoor and outdoor pool 
invites you to swim in summer as in winter. Afterwards, 
you can enjoy the panorama of the Bavarian Forest on 
the spacious sunbathing lawn. 

 
Our sauna area ensures your well-being. Whether an 
infusion in the Finnish sauna or in the herbal sauna, a 
break in the relaxation room or in the solarium (for a 
fee). In our beauty farm you can book cosmetic 
treatments and massages. 
 
You will receive the aktivCARD Bayerischer Wald 
automatically upon arrival at our hotel, for the entire 
duration of your stay. This gives you free access to 
more than 130 services. In addition to swimming pools, 
there are also ski lifts, museums, cultural and leisure 
facilities and much more. 

																										Landgasthof	Karner	
Chiemgau, Deutschland 

Landgasthof	Zur	Post	
Chiemgau, Deutschland 

Hotel	Ahornhof	
Bayerischer Wald, Deutschland 

Schlosshotel	Althörnitz	
Oberlausitz, Deutschland 

Hotel	Kammweg	am	Rennsteig	
Neustadt am Rennsteig, Deutschland 

Hotel	Schwarzwald	Freudenstadt	
Schwarzwald, Deutschland 

Kurhaushotel	Bad	Salzhausen	
Wetterau, Deutschland 

Hotel	Royal	Luzern	
Luzern, Schweiz 
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HOTEL AHORNHOF 

Lehen 35a | 94227 Lindberg 
T. +49 (0) 30 2359296 302 | F. +49 (0) 9922 853 500 

info@hotel-ahornhof.com 
www.hotel-ahornhof.com 
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The Hotel Ahornhof is located right on the edge of the 
forest on a hill in the National Park community of 
Lindberg in the beautiful Bavarian Forest. 

 
Surrounded by unique nature and varied leisure 
opportunities, there is a lot to discover, and it is also a 
wonderful place to relax. For our little guests there is 
also a spacious games room and a playground 
available. 
Whether you want to explore the surroundings on one of 
the many Radund hiking trails or you want to take a day 
trip to Passau or Bodenmais: the country and landscape 
characteristics of the Bavarian Forest make every trip a 
special experience. 

 Spend quiet hours in our 138 cosy and individually 
furnished rooms in the categories Economy, Standard 
and Superior. Families have the option of booking a 
larger room (approx. 30 m²) with an extra bed or two 
adjacent standard double rooms. 

 
All rooms have bath or shower/WC, hairdryer, flat-
screen TV, and free Wi-Fi. Some of our rooms have a 
balcony or terrace from which you can enjoy a beautiful 
view of the idyllic countryside. 

 
We also welcome well-behaved dogs in our standard 
rooms upon prior reservation. Per dog and night are 
10€.

Our culinary offer is as varied as our region. So that 
you can enjoy your holiday in Bavaria, we offer you 
Bavarian and Bohemian specialities. For the small 
hunger, it is worth visiting our cosy beer bar, where 
you will feel right at home. In summer you can also 
enjoy breakfast, coffee or dinner on our large 
panoramic terrace. 
The Hotel Ahornhof also offers base fasting 
according to the original Wacker Method®. With a 
holistic feel-good program you say goodbye to acidic 
eating habits. Instead, you will be spoiled with base-
forming dishes that are freshly prepared from fresh 
fruit, crispy vegetables, seedlings and herbs. 

Bar 

Doppelzimmer Superior Restaurant 


